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WHERE DOES TECHNOLOGICALprogresscome from and what determines

its rate of advance?In answeringthese questions, it is useful to decompose technological progress into the invention of new techniques and
productsand the improvementof existing ones.
Roughly speaking, the economist sees invention as the result of
research and development, and improvementas the result of experience-learning by doing. Because productivity growth on any single
process is likely to be bounded, invention is the origin of long-run
productivity growth. But the "level" effects of improvement on
productivity have, in some activities, been found to be huge-on the
order of several hundreds of percentage points. Thus understanding
how the process of improvement works will help us better account
for growth. This paper concerns itself with a simple model of one of
the forces involved in improvement, namely, the improvement in
productive efficiency that occurs as a joint product with output, or
learning by doing.
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The Learning Curve
Formal study of the learning curve began in 1899 when two psychologists, Bryanand Harter,publishedtheir celebratedstudy on adult
skill learning. The activity they studied was the sending and receiving
of Morse code, and they found that after ten months' experience, the
operatorswere four or five times as productiveas in their first month.
Since then, economists, industrialengineers, and psychologists have
found many other instancesof productivitygrowth associated with the
accumulation of experience. The gains vary from a few percentage
points in some activities carriedout by individualsto tenfold increases
in group activities such as the assembly of airframes.I
Of course, much of what may look like learningby doing is in fact
the result of costly investments.These investmentsare concentratedat
the outset when a new process or productis introduced-training the
workforce in the initial stages of production,allocatingextraengineers
at the early stages, getting the newly installed equipmentup and running-and they have a lasting effect on productivity.Nevertheless, the
sheervolume of examples fromthe real world, addedto the even greater
numberof experimentalstudies, leaves a strong impressionthat learning by doing mattersa lot.
Our Approach

When a new productionmethod is set up in a plant, and when unit
costs decline with experience, where is the increasedefficiency "embodied"? Is it the firm's managementthat makes better operatingand
purchasingdecisions, or the firm's labor force that gets better, or the
firm's capital stock that is being debugged?Because new productsand
processes differ widely in their capital intensity, their complexity, and
so on, the answer will dependon the case at hand. Nevertheless, these
different sources of productivity improvementall have one thing in
common: As experience accumulates, someone-the manager, the
worker,the engineer, the head of purchasing-makes betterdecisions.
Thus on an abstractlevel, productivitygrowthcan be seen as the result
1. Bryan and Harter(1899), Middleton (1945), Baloff (1966), and Argotte and
Epple (1990).
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of a better decision that solves some optimizing problem. This is the
approachthat we shall take.
In our model, "skill" is knowledge. Each period, someone-say,
the worker-must makea decision. Witheach repetitionof the activity,
the workergrows moreinformedandthe decision gets betterandbetter.
Hence the model generates a learning curve-a positive relation between experienceandproductivity.With its emphasison optimallearning and optimaldecisions, our model differs from the main body of the
existing literatureon this relationship. In light of this, the readermay
well ask the following two questions: Is this a plausible way to model
productivitygrowthon a new activity, anddoes informationtheoryadd
anything, or can a simpler, noninformationalapproachdo the job as
well?
Plausibility

Can a formal representationof knowledge plausibly describe skill?
The answer depends on the type of skill in question. The Bryan-Harter
study suggests a productivitybreakdowninto three basic skills:
* Languageskills-needed to learn the Morse code,
* Perceptualskills-needed to identify patternsof dots and dashes,
and
* Motor skills-needed to manipulatethe sending key.2
Because there is an ideal way to send and receive telegraphsignals that
allows us to define a best decision, the development of each of these
threeskills was essential for narrowingthe gap betweenactualdecisions
and the best decision. We assume that actual decisions are optimal in
thatthey reflect informationreceived to date. But optimaldecisions do
not coincide with the best decision, simply because the workerhas not
yet learnedwhat that best decision is. Even as a matterof descriptive
realism, then, the workercould be viewed as having initial beliefs about
the meaningof the code and of the dot-dashpatterns,andthathe learns
their correct meaning in a Bayesian fashion, by updating his initial
2. Ackerman(1988) argues, in an article well known to psychologists, that performance on a task is driven initially by "general intelligence," then by "perceptual
speed," andeventuallyby "psychomotorability," a decompositionsimilarto the three
basic skills outlinedhere.
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beliefs in light of the evidence, and so improveshis performance.This
seems an appropriateway to model the types of languageandperceptual
skills described above. The development of motor skills, however, is
anothermatter;althoughthe above argumentmay apply in the telegraph
example, elsewhere we must use an "as if" argument.A laborergets
better with experience partly because working makes him fitter and
stronger,not necessarily because he is using logic or processing information. When this is the case, we hope that the growth in productivity
will behaveas if the worker'sactionskept improvingbecauseof mounting evidence about what kind of action was best.
What Information Theory Adds

Why use informationtheory explicitly to get a learningcurve? Why
not proceed by simply assuming a deterministiclearningcurve with a
functionalform thatis flexible enoughto fit a varietyof situations?This
approachhas proved useful in both economics and psychology,3 and a
popular functional form is dq(t)ldt = b[c - q(t)], q(O) given, where

q(t) is a measureof an agent's efficiency or productivityon a technology
that he has used for t periods, and where b and c are constants. This
simple functionalform capturestwo essential propertiesof learning:its
total scope, as measured, say, by the "progress ratio" c/q(0)-the
maximal, eventual efficiency, divided by the initial efficiency, and its
speed, as measured by b. Why, then, explore a more complicated
structure?
We can think of two advantagesof our decision-theoreticapproach.
First, the above equation specifies the first momentsonly-mean productivity grows as a function of experience. But in fact, learning has
something to do with variability of productivity,even among equally
experienced decisionmakers. For one reason or another, some agents
learn faster than others, and when the learning curve is steep, differences among agents are potentially larger. Workers, plants, and firms
will have differentproductivitiesbecause some have learneda production methodfaster thanothers. Whatis the precise relationbetween the
scope of learningand the varianceof efficiency in a cohortof decisionmakerswho are initially identical?Ourmodel supplies a precise answer
3. Parente(1994) andEyring, Johnson,andFrancis(1993) areexamplesin economics andpsychology wherethis functionalform is fruitfullyexplored.
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to this question. It also has somethingto say aboutthe skewness in the
distribution of efficiencies. In other words, the learning curve, the
varianceof efficiency, and the skewness of efficiency are all relatedto
a few common parameters.
The second advantageof the decision-theoreticapproachis that the
parametersgoverning the scope and speed of learning also determine
the switching cost, expressed in the loss of know-how when a familiar
method of production is abandonedin favor of a new, untried one.
Because the parametersb, c, and q(O)are not the outcome of an underlying informational structure, the deterministic equation displayed
above does not suggest an appropriatevalue for the switching cost,
which therefore must be specified exogenously, as a free parameter.4
And yet we know that the amountof human capital lost to switching
should dependon how much was accumulated.Again, our model gives
a precise answer to this question.
Learning and the Complexity of a Decision Problem

In fitting the model to actual learning curves, we encounteredthe
problemthat productivitygrowthin a couple of cases seemed too slow
comparedwith how fast the decisionmakerreceives new information.
A farmer may take several years to learn a new agriculturalmethod,
but this is to be expected because he receives informationslowly-in
effect, the farmergets just one piece of informationeach time the crop
is grown, and this happens at most two or three times a year. But on
other jobs informationcomes in at a much higher rate-for instance
(and this is a case we analyze) a surgeonthat does several operationsa
week. As we shall see, a surgeon's skills in performingan operation
keep improvingeven afterhe has performedhundredsof them!A simple
decision problemwith a single unknownparameterand serially uncorrelated signals does not adequatelydescribe the learning on such an
activity, because the model would predict that learning should occur
too quickly.
How then does one construct a model showing slow productivity
growth in an environmentwhere learning is optimal and behavior is
rational?In view of the usual statisticalfindingsthat autocorrelationin
4. Parente(1994) and Klenow (1993) formulatetheirmodels in this way. Jovanovic
andNyarko(1994) analyze optimalswitching in the model at hand.
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the noise reduces the signal-to-noise ratio in data, our first stab at a
solution was to allow the signal on the unknownparameterto be autocorrelated. To our surprise, we found that learning the parameterin
question slowed, but not the rate of productivitygrowthbecause autocorrelationcan make certain types of forecasting easier. Thus some
other way was needed to slow down productivitygrowth.
A naturalway to obtain slower learningin this class of models is to
increase the number of unknown parametersthat the decisionmaker
must know to make a good decision. Our way of enlargingthe number
of parametersalso increasesthe numberof decisions thatmustbe taken
for the activity to be carriedout. Although we do not favor this interpretation, we could associate each decision with the exercise of a differentkind of underlyingability, as in our discussion of the three basic
skills above, in which case some activities require the exercise of a
greaterrange of abilities. We think of a problemwith a largernumber
of decisions as "more complex." In short, then, productivitygrowth
is slower when the activity is complex. Indeed, we show that marginal
returns to informationcan be rising in such an activity and that its
learningcurve can then have a convex segment.
Our Results

Ourmodelingproducedthreemainfindings. First, when we compare
the estimation results for the twelve different learning processes on
which we have data, the following patternemerges:processes on which
learningis important,as measuredby cumulativeproductivitygrowth,
tend to have longer half-lives of learning, tend to be more complex,
andtend to give rise to moreinequalityin cohortsof learners.Similarly,
complex processes have bigger cumulative productivitygrowth, take
longer to learn, and producemore inequality.
Second, and surprisingly,if decisionmakerssee somewhatindependent signals aboutthe parameterthatthey seek to learn, the efficiencies
among these agents can vary greatly. Plant managersin the same industrymight all be tryingto solve the same problem,for example. Thus
the model can explain some of the productive efficiency differences
among firms or plants-efficiency as measured, say, by total factor
productivity (TFP) and documented by Baily and Gersbach in this
volume.
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Third, if an activity is complex enough, the distributionof efficiencies amongdecisionmakersis predictedby the model to become skewed
to the right. This result is importantfor the "frontierproductionfunction" literature,which assumes thatthe effects of mistakesare to skew
the distributionof efficiencies to the left. Even though the underlying
shocks in the model are normal, technical inefficiency resulting from
mistakescan very well have a right skew, as apparentlyit does in some
industries.
Previous Theoretical Work

Most work on learning by doing has not used informationtheory
explicitly. Arrow analyzed the case in which the "doing" by one firm
bestows "learning" on all the firmsin the economy, so thatthe resulting
benefitsare purelyexternal. In contrast,Rosen treatedthe case in which
the benefitsof learningby doing arecompletely internalized.Since then
tomes have been written on the subject. Information-theoreticmodels
are few, however. Our model posits that experience allows the decisionmakergraduallyto learn the parametersgoverning the production
function on his activity. As he learns, his performanceimproves. Venezia has modeled productivitygrowth in exactly this way-although
he did not estimate a model and he used least-squareslearninginstead
of the Bayesian method used here.5 Despite differences in detail, Venezia's message is the same as ours-statistical decision theoryis useful
in analyzing the productivity-experiencerelation.

The Theoretical Framework
We describe the theoretical model in three stages. First we set out
the general notions; second, we describe the simplest case of learning
just one task on whichjust a single decision needs to be set; finally, we
extend the model to an N-task activity.
5. Arrow (1962), Rosen (1972), and Venezia (1985). See also Wilson (1975) and
Zellner(1971, ch. I 1).
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General Notions

Let Q be the output of some activity, and let the inputs of capital,
labor, and materialsbe K, L, and M. Write the productionfunction as
(1)

Q = F(q, K, L, M).

The activity may be the productionof finishedoutput,or the production
of some component; equation 1 can apply to the activity of various
entities: the firm, the plant, the team, the manager, the worker. The
parameterq measureshow efficiently the activity is carriedout.
How q enters F(.) depends on the natureof the learning. Bahk and
Gort recently tried to find out whether learning at the plant level was
mainly organizationalor embodiedin the inputs.6In this notation,their
attemptamountedto asking how q entersthe productionfunctionof the
plant. For instance, if organizationallearningwas mainly by management, one might write Q = qF(K, L, M). And if learningwas mainly
embodied in labor, one might write Q = F(K, qL, M). Similar adjustments would be made if learningled to an increasedefficiency (thatis,
debugging) of machinery, or if experience led to the finding and purchase of a better quality of materialinputs.
We do not take a stand on exactly where q enters or in how many
places. We model learning in a way that abstractsfrom the details of
the decision problem at hand. All that we requireis a "best" way of
solving the problemthat is not exactly known at the outset. We assume
that efficiency, q, depends on how closely a decision, z, matches an
ideal level, or target, y:
(2)

q = G(y

-

z).

Efficiency is largest when z = y. We may think of (y

-

z) as a mistake

that reduces q below its maximal level of G(O).There is no direct cost
to learningor to adjustingz, only lost output. So z is something other
than the quantitiesK, L, and M. Examples of decisions that z might
stand for are the speed of the productionline in a factory, the organization of the workspace, the types of machines and raw materialspurchased, and the type of labor hired and its assignmentto the tasks.
Assume that the function G(.) is known to the decisionmaker.The
only unknownis y. Underthese assumptions,for learningto be gradual,
6. Bahk and Gort (1993, especially table 4).
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we must assume that y is random and that the decisionmaker must
choose z before seeing y. If y were a constant, and if the form of the
functionwere relativelysimple-for example, quadratic-the decisionmaker could infer y fairly quickly, and after that, all learning and
growthin efficiency would end. So, insteadof learningthe exact value
of y, the decisionmakerwould be learningabout the distributionof y.
In our model we assume that the distributionof y is known, except for
its mean, which we denote by 0.
The decisionmakerlearns something about 0 each time that he repeats the activity. As informationaccumulates,his decisions improve.
This learningprocess producesan upward-slopinglearningcurve. The
curve will always be upward-slopingregardlessof how many decisions
need to be set, simply because more informationis betterthan less.
Why cannot the agent simply be "told" what 0 is, so that he can
calculate the optimal z and solve the problem without actually having
to gain experiencein production?Indeed, some featuresof technologies
can be explained in manualsand do not have to be learnedthroughtrial
and error. Other features of the optimal decision are specific to the
situation at hand, to the natureof the factors of production, the raw
materials, the workspace, the specifications of the output, and so on.
These, the decisionmakerwill have to infer for himself.
A One-Task Activity

Suppose an activity requires that only one task be carried out and
thatjust one decision z be taken.7Suppose that
(3)

q =A[1

- (y

-

Z)2]

The maximal level of q, attainableunder ideal conditions, is A. Each
productionrun i leads to a new value of y:
(4)

Yi = 0 + Wi,

where i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and where the wi are independent, normally
distributedrandomvariables with mean zero and varianceu%.
Noise, w, is essential if learningand productivitygrowth are to be
gradual.The disturbancesw; representtransitoryfactors that affect the
7. Wilson (1975) andVenezia (1985) discuss learningof such a productionfunction,
and Holt and others (1960) were amongthe firstto use a quadraticprofitfunction.
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nature of the optimal decision. They are transitoryin that they are
serially uncorrelated.For example, 0 may representthe optimal way,
on average, to perform a surgical operation (indeed, this is the first
empiricallearningcurve that we analyze), but the exact natureof what
is done depends on some characteristicsof the patient, and these characteristicsvary from patientto patient. Or 0 may representthe optimal
speed of the productionline on an average day. But from day to day,
the exact specificationsof the outputmay be slightly different, various
members of the work force may be out sick, the raw material inputs
may differ in a peculiarway from their averagequality, some essential
piece of equipmentmay breakdown, and so on. This all suggests that
transitoryeffects on the optimalz are present. How transitorythey are
depends, formally, on the degree of independenceof w over production
runs. Later, we show that, quite surprisingly,the degree of autocorrelation of the ws makes almost no difference to the model. Until then,
we shall maintainthe assumptionthat the ws are serially independent.
For productionrun i, the decisionmakermust choose his decision z,
before seeing yi. Let T denote the cumulative number of production
runs, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., T- 1. Let EJ(.) denote the decisionmaker's
expectation of some variable conditional on informationthat he has
seen duringthe firstT productionruns. Assumingthathe is risk-neutral,
the decisionmaker will seek to maximize

ET(qT)

when choosing his

decision ZTfor the Tthproductionrun. The optimal decision is
=

E(y)

Z

(5)

ET(0).

The second equality in equation 5 follows because ET(wT)= 0. This
decision is dynamicallyoptimal as well, because the amountof information that the decisionmakergets does not depend on the value of z
that he chooses. Equations 3, 4, and 5 imply the following reduced
form:
qT =

(6)

A{l

-

[0

-

ET(0) +

WJ2

}-

Now let XT = ET[0- ET(0)]2denotethe posteriorvarianceover 0, given
informationfrom the first r productionruns. If the prior distribution
over 0 is normalwith varianceo', then applying Bayes' rule,
2
)t,

+

2
0
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Then the expected efficiency on productionrun T is
ET(q,)

(8)

=

A(

X-

-

2).

This is the "learning curve" when the activity in question has just one
task.
An N-Task Activity

In several of our empiricalexamples, we encounterratherslow productivitygrowth. This slow growthcannotbe explainedby introducing
autocorrelationin w, but it can be obtained by increasingthe number
of tasks.
The activity of an organizationusually requiresthat many decisions
be made, usually by many individuals. This is as true on an assembly
line in an automobileplant, as it is in a firmwith a multilayermanagement structure.Even the activity of an individualworkercan be decomposed into more basic "tasks," and, indeed, industrialengineers often
divide an activity into stages and time their duration.8
Suppose that to complete an activity, N tasks must be performed.
The activity might involve a single worker or many. For instance, N
may represent the number of stages in an assembly line, with each
workerspecializing in a single task. In a sense, N measureshow complex the activity is.
How should the efficiency of an activity depend on its component
tasks? In particular,how essential shouldeach task be to the activity as
a whole? In reliability analysis, an activity is said to have a "series"
structureif it works only when each of its components works. The
productionfunction for such an activity is of the Leontief type: Q =
min(X,

.

. . , XN), and in it, the Xs are complements. The polar opposite

of this is a "parallel" activity that works if any one of its components
works. The productionfunction for this activity is Q = max(X,, . ..
XN), and in it, the Xs are substitutes. The multiplicative (and hence
Cobb-Douglas)functionalform we assumebelow is closer to the Leontief function:each task is essential, but it has more substitutionpossibilities.9
Assume that on the ith production run, task j (j = 1, 2,
8. Maynard(1971, sec. 3.2) discusses "time and motion" studies.
9. Barlowand Proschan(1975) describereliabilityanalysis.

. . .,

N)
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involves, as before, a decision Zijand a targetyi1, so thatthe expression
for q on the ith productionrun, is:
N

qi = A

(9)

rL[1

-

(ys1

-zj

)2]

This is a model in which mistakes are compounded. This type of
formulationhas been used to study multilayeredmanagementorganizationsandthe assignmentof heterogeneousworkersto organizations.'0
Aside from being easy to analyze, the multiplicativeform producesan
easy-to-interpretlearningcurve, and it also generatesa right skewness
in the distributionof efficiencies, as we explain in the next section. As
in the one-task case, assume that
(10)
wherej

Yi j
=

1,2,

. . .,

=

oj + Wi j,

N.

Althoughthe activity may involve manypeople, for now we continue
to assume that there is just one decisionmakerwho sets all the zs. The
numberof tasks, N, is exogenous. Of course, the decisionmakermay
have chosen N as a solution to a largerproblemnot describedhere, but
in this case, the following analysis still holds, conditionalon the value
of N chosen at some prior stage. Assume that for each value of j, the
agent has a prior distributionover Ojthat is normal, with variancego,
and that the Ojare mutually independentin the decisionmaker'sprior
distribution.Assume also that each wi, is normally distributed,with
mean zero and varianceU2 , and that it is independentof the other ws.
Together, equations9 and 10 imply that all tasks are equally important and that the scope and speed of learning are both equal among
tasks." This special case involves simple formulas. Now consider the
decisionmaker'sproblemat the startof productionrun . The problem
is to choose the decision vector ZT (ZT,I ZT,2 *.
ZT N). Assume that
the feasible values of ZT lie in the region in which the expected value
of the contributionof each task is positive. In thatcase, ET(qT) is strictly
concave in the vector of decisions z, and the optimal decision is:
,

10. Beckmann(1977), Rosen (1982), and Kremer(1993).
11. The assumptionthat the wi is have the same distributionfor eachj (so thatyj
is equally informativefor all j) is an approximation.Industrialengineers have noted
that, duringthe course of an activity, some tasks are done more often than others and
arethereforelearnedfaster;see Maynard(1971, pp. 7-104).
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ZT, j

E (yTj) = ET(0j),

where j = 1, 2,.. ., N.
Duringeach productionruni, the decisionmakerobserves the vector
(Yi,,I

...

I. Yi,N). When the finished automobile rolls off the line, each

of its components-including steering, brakes, tires, suspension, and
engine-is checked separately. There is, in other words, no "signal
confusion," and the quality of each operation,each task, can be ascertained ex-post.
Because the Ojare independentin the decisionmaker'spriorbeliefs,
andbecause the wi1are independentoverj, learningis independentover
coordinatesj, in the sense that if k # j, observing yi, k iS of no use for
learning

Oj.

Having seen the vector yi 1, . . , Yi N for i = 0, 1,

1, the decisionmaker'sposterior variance over each Oj will be XT
where XT is given in equation7. Expectedefficiency on the Tthproduction run will then be

T-

(12)

ET(q)

=

A(1

T-

x

-

o2)N.

This reduced-formrelationis the basic outcomeof the analysis, and we
refer to it as the learningcurve. Sometimes we transformit by dividing
it by its maximal value, A(1 - U,)N, thus obtaining a curve that is
boundedabove by unity. Also, we laterexpress this curve as a function
of time ratherthan cumulativeproductionruns.

Some Properties of the Learning Curve
Before fitting the model to different empirical curves, we discuss a
few of the general propertiesof the model.
Concavity, Convexity, and "Plateauing" of the Learning Curve

In this model, we can easily have the phenomenon of a convex
learningcurve for a part of its range. That is, the model can generate
increasingmarginalreturnsto information.Bryan and Harterfound a
plateauin the learningcurve for receiving telegraphicmessages: productivitygrew until the sixteenth week, held steady for several weeks
and then resumed its growth in the twenty-fourthweek, after which
sustainedgrowth was observed (productivitydoubled during the sub-
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sequent sixteen weeks). Such a phenomenonturnsout to be consistent
with this model.
The following result implies that the largerN is, the more likely a
portionof the learningcurve will be convex early on:
PROPOSITION1. Assume that 1 - X0 if and only if XT? 2(1 - U2,)/(1 + N).

2 >

0. Then, d2ET (qj)/dT22

Note that when N = 1, it is impossible to meet the condition of the
propositionwithouthaving a nonpositiveexpected productivityof each
task: 1 -XT C 0. Hence the learning curve must be concave
when N = 1. Because XTis monotonicallydecreasingin T, with xo =
UW, we have
_

COROLLARY.
The learning curve E,(q,) is S-shaped (that is, it has an
initial convex portion followed by a concave portion) if o '- 2(1 u )/(l + N). Otherwise it is strictly concave.

The convex portionoccurs initially or not at all. Given the multiplicative functional form of the productionfunction and the symmetry
with which the tasks enter the productionfunction, a plateau-likephenomenon (in which learningslows down for a while and then picks up
again) is impossible. If both givens are dropped,then getting a plateau
is easy. For instance, supposethatthe activity still involves N tasks but
that the first task affects q additively as follows:
N

(13)

q =

A, [1

Z)2] + A2

(y,

LII[1j-

(yj-z)2]

j = 2

so that if the beliefs and signals are identically and independentlydistributedas in the case of equation 12,
(14)

E,(q,)

=

A, (1

-

X-

=

qsitnple

+

qco1flplex

(ol) + A2(1

2T

The first term on the right-handside, suggestively defined as qsi"lIPle is
concave in T. By the corollaryto proposition 1, the second term on the
right-handside, definedas qd0l1?Plex because it potentiallyhas many componenttasks, is, for N sufficiently large, S-shaped. As figure 1 shows,
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if A2 is sufficiently larger than A, the sum of a simple (N = 1) and
unimportant(small A,) task and a complex (large N), important(large
A2) task produces a plateau-likeeffect on the learningcurve.
Figure 1 portraysthe function in equation 14 for the case where the
prior beliefs over 0, . . ., 0O are identical and mutually independent,
with variance U2 = 0.6; where the w, . . ., WN are identically and
independentlydistributedwith W7, = 0.3; and where N = 50, A, = 1,
and A2 = 108. The large A2 is offset by the large N, and as experience

accumulates, the expected value of q tends to about 18. As figure 1
clearly shows, a plateau emerges roughly between the first and third
trial.
We need to use equation 14 when fittingthe model to dataon surgical
procedures.For all othercases of learningthatwe consider, the simpler
form in equation 12 is adequate.

T

Variance in the Distribution of Efficiencies

How much heterogeneitycan be explained as an outcome of variations in the rate of learning?In a groupof decisionmakers,innately all
the same, all with the same level of experience in some activity, some
will be expected to have seen morefavorablesignals-perhaps through
luck in trial and error. When the ws are, at least to some extent, independent over agents, such chance variationsin the realizations of the
signals occur, and they, of course, have a greaterimpact on heterogeneity when the activity being learnedoffers greaterscope for productivity gains. This is why the shape of the learningcurve implies something abouthigherordermomentsin the distributionof efficiencies. We
shall now make this precise.
Suppose a groupof decisionmakersbegins a new activity at the same
time. They are all solving the same problemover and over, but they do
not shareinformation.Whatis the varianceandskewnessof efficiencies
among the membersof the group, and how do variance and skewness
dependon the level of experience?This varianceis bigger for complex
processes, and it is a nonmonotonicfunctionof experience, firstrising,
and then falling as experience accumulates.
Suppose that each decisionmakerhas the same priorbeliefs about 0
and sees a signal in each period as given in equation 4. Suppose,
however, thatthe signals thatagents see are mutuallyindependent.This
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Figure 1. A Plateau Occurring When E(q)
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independenceof the signals induces differences in q,s over agents, and
it does so for two reasons. First, because the signal y affects qTdirectly,
even if all agents chose the same z, their (y - z)s and their efficiencies
will be different. And second, as agents see different signals, their
beliefs about0 will temporarilydiverge, andthey will optimallychoose
different actions z.
We describe the varianceof qTby its relative variability,as captured
by its squared coefficient of variation, which, of course, equals the
variance of q, divided by the square of its mean. We now derive the
coefficient of variationfor q in the N-task case. (The squaredcoefficient
of variationof a randomvariable is its variancedivided by the square
of its mean, which also is roughlyequal to the varianceof the logarithm
of the variable in question). Note that in this case, q is a productof N
independentrandomvariables. For two independentrandomvariables
( and t2 with squaredcoefficients of variationv, and v2 respectively,
simple algebrashows that the randomvariablet1t2 has a squaredcoefficient of variationv1 + v2 + v,v2. Inductionthen producesthe result
that the squaredcoefficient of variationof q in the N-task case, call it
v(N), is related to the squaredcoefficient of variationof a single task,
call it v, as follows:
(15)

v(N)

(1 + v)

- 1.

This equationexpresses an importantfeatureof complexity:
PROPOSITION2. Relative inequality, as measured by v(N), grows ex-

ponentially in the level of complexity, N.

Any amountof relative inequalitycan thereforebe obtainedfrom this
model, by assuming a productionprocess of sufficient complexity. Of
course, the resulting learning curves should also match observed
curves-by proposition 1 and its corollary, a large value of N would
produce an initially convex portion of the learning curve, but that is
seldom seen in practice. So, how much inequalitycan we realistically
explain?To answerthis questionwe need to express v(N), andtherefore
v, in terms of the model's parameters.The first step in this process is
to express the variance of efficiency conditional on T. Because w is
normallydistributed, w2 is a Chi-squaredvariate, and its variance is
2w4. The variable y

-

z = w + (0 - z) is also normally distributed
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in the population. When T = 0, everyone chooses the same value of z
because everyone has the same priors about 0. When 7 = oo, everyone
again chooses the same z, because everyone has learned what 0 is.
Hence, when 7 is either zero or infinity, the varianceof q (conditional
on 0) in the group is 2A2U4 . For intermediatevalues of 7, the variance
is larger, because heterogeneousbeliefs over what 0 is cause z to differ
among membersof the group. The varianceof q, for arbitrary7 is:

F

Var(qT) = 2A 24, [1 +

+
(CF' +

21
TU2)2

As a function of 7, this expression starts out at 2A2U14when 7 = 0,
then it rises to a uniquemaximum,and afterthatit returnsto its original
value. It is maximized when 7 = U2 /5. At this point, Var(qj) =
2A2o4,[1

+

o-2 /4 U2]

As T rises, the averageefficiency in the cohort rises from A(1 U,2) to A(1 - U2 ). At 7 = U2 /U2, average efficiency is A(1 2U,2). Hence we obtainthe following expressionsfor v at variouslevels
of experience:
-

(16) v

=

/

2(T4

_ 2(T, ? (o~/4of6,)
oo.
=T7
whenwhen
2(f4(1
2
(1 - U)2 when7

=

2,(,

Using this result, we can predict the behavior of inequality in the
general case by substitutingfor v into equation 15.
In shortthen, among a groupof decisionmakerswho are identicalto
begin with, inequalityshouldfirstrise andthendecline with experience,
andthe rise and the decline (as well as the averageextent of inequality)
should be more pronouncedin complex activities.
Our estimates suggest that the value of 7 at which variabilitypeaks
is low, and so, for most of the history of a panel of decisionmakers,
one should see a decline in heterogeneity. The initial rise in heterogeneity should be brief. Indeed, this is what one finds in table 4 of Bahk
and Gort's paper. And Griliches and Regev find that efficiencies are
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less heterogeneous among older firms.'2 Tables A-2 and A-3 in this
paper also offer evidence in favor of a rise followed by a decline in the
variance, althoughthe coefficient of variation-the empiricalcounterpart of \iv(N)-is essentially declining, in both cases.
As an explanationof cross-sectionalvariationsin efficiency, this sort
of learning heterogeneity can be quantitativelyquite important. For
instance, it seems that learning heterogeneity can account for a big
chunk of the varianceof TFP among plants engaged in similarproduction. To us, this finding is surprising,because the thoughtexperiment
of the model in this subsection allows decisionmakersto differ very
little-they all are assumedto be doing the same thing, to have started
doing it at the same time, and to have the same inherentability. When
two plants in the same industryand equal in age are comparedempirically, it is unlikely thatthey would be using the same identicalmethods,
be producingthe exact same thing, have startedoperatingtheir technologies at exactly the same time, or have an equally able management
and work force. And yet even if the two plants were alike in all these
respects, this section says that they may differ a lot in their efficiencies
simply because of the inherentrandomnessin the learning.
How much "heterogeneity" is out there to be explained?Consider
the standarddeviation of the logarithmof TFP-roughly equal to the
coefficient of variation of this variable. A typical estimate is around
0.30, obtained by Griliches and Regev.'3 How much can our model
explain on the assumptionthatTFP differences among firmsof a given
type are caused by differences in how each of those firms is using a
given technology?Estimatesof the implied heterogeneityamong members of a cohort are reportedin the last two columns of table 1. The
column reportsthe squareroot of the estimate of v(N) when
\v(N)max
for
v the expressionin the middleline of equation16 (the largest
we use
column reports the square
possible heterogeneity), and the \/P(N)min
root of the estimate of v(N) when we use for v the thirdline of equation
12. For the eight-yearBahk-Gort(1993) sample, the adjustedR2firstrises and then
falls. A more appropriatemeasureof heterogeneityin productionfunctionsis the mean
squarederrorof the regression,which is what the Griliches-Regevstudy measured.We
thank Haim Regev for making available results not reportedin Griliches and Regev
(1995).

13. Griliches and Regev (1995, table 5) report several estimates, all in the same
ballpark.The Baily and Gersbachpaper in this volume concentrateson the issue of
heterogeneousefficiency.
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16 (the least possible heterogeneity),which would occur even if everyone knew 0 perfectly, simply because of the unpredictabilityof w and
its assumed independenceover agents. The explanationthat we would
attribute to learning, then, really should be the difference
(N)min.
A glance at table 1 reveals thatin several cases,
Xv(N)max
the point estimates of \/v(N)max
and even N/v(N)min in fact badly overpredict heterogeneity. That occurs primarilybecause these predicted
values are extremely sensitive to the values that are assigned to u2%
and
N, and thatthese are, in a few cases, overestimated.But we shall return
to this issue later.
Finally, luck of the draw in learningreally mattersonly when there
is somethingto be learned, and, from this viewpoint, our model leaves
out an essential ingredient.How often is technologyupgraded,andhow
often, as a result, is an element of uncertaintyinjected into an agent's
beliefs? How frequently is a manager of a plant faced with a new
technology, and how frequentlyis a workerassigned to a new activity?
In this sense, we have here only a chapter of the story-the chapter
that describes what happens after a new technology has been set up,
after a worker has been given a new job description. Still, this is an
essential chapterin the story of technological change.
Skewness in the Distribution of Efficiencies

An increase in N skews the distributionof efficiencies to the right.
That is, a large value of N endows the distributionof efficiencies with
a long right tail. To simplify the argument,suppose that each agent in
the group has learned 0 perfectly and consequently sets z = 0. Then
an agent's efficiency equals
N

(17)

q =

1
j=

(1

-

wj2).

I

The wjs are normally distributed and independent over j and over
agents. When N = 1, q is skewed to the left because w is normally
distributedwith mean zero, so that w2 is skewed to the right. But as N
gets large, the distributionof q acquiresa rightskew. If q were positive,
one could prove this claim by taking the logarithm of both sides of
equation 17 and using the central limit theorem. But because of a
probability(albeit small) that q is negative, we can first square both
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sides of equation 17 and then apply the centrallimit theoremargument
to conclude that the square of q is log-normal. Finally, because the
probabilitythat q is negative is small, we can conclude that q itself is
approximatelylog-normal.
ForN = 1, we can calculatethe distributionof q analyticallybecause
w2is distributedChi-squaredwith one degree of freedom. For N > 1,
however, the exact distributionis not known, and the density is generated by simulating the vector (w, .

. .,

wN). For each simulation run,

N normalvariateswith mean zero and varianceU2, = 0.05 were drawn
to compute one value of q. This was repeated20,000 times. The empirical density is reportedin figure 2 for three separatevalues on N.
The figure does not show it, but the probabilitythat q is negative was
quite negligible: 0.0004 when N = 50, 0.0001 when N = 15, and
essentially zero for N = 1.

Clearly, as N grows, the distributionof q gets skewed to the right.
This is importantfor the "frontier production function" literature,
where the effects of mistakes are customarily assumed to skew the
distributionof efficiencies to the left. One can think of the difference
between the vector of ys and the vector of zs as a "mistake," and
interpretit exactly as Caves and Bartoninterprettheir "technical inefficiency" variable u. 14 We then see quite clearly that, even though the
underlyingshocks (the ws) are normal, technical inefficiency resulting
from such mistakes can very well have a right skew, as Caves and
Barton indeed found for distributionsof firms' efficiencies in some of
the industriesthey studied.

The Progress Ratio

Define the progressratioto be the multiplicativegain to productivity
that unlimited experience offers. It is the ratio of eventual to initial
expected productivity:
Progressratio =

limT

+0ET(qj)2
mE2()
E0(q0)
--

(1
(1

)N

-

0

-

2)N

t

14. Caves and Barton(1990, p. 13). Indeed they find that efficiency, as they calculate it, exhibits a right skew for a numberof industries.
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The parameterA dropsout from the expressionfor the progressratioA affects only the transitionpath from initial to terminalproductivity.
The main influences on the ratio are U2 and N. If U2 = 0, there is
nothingto learn, and the progressratio = 1. And if N is large, mistakes
are compounded,and the agent must understandall the componentsof
the problem well to be efficient. Although U2, also affects the ratio, it
enters in both the numeratorand the denominator,and since both it and
u2 are likely to be small, the progressratio will be relatively insensitive
to

c2r.

Note that cr2 and N reinforce each other in this formulain the sense
that the cross partial is positive. These parametersare substitutes in
determiningthe progress ratio. But N has an additionaleffect on the
shape of the learningcurve-an increase in N convexifies the function
ET(qT). WhenN = 1, ET(qT)is necessarily increasingand concave in T.
But by proposition 1, as N gets large, ET(qT)acquires an initially convex
region.

Fitting Empirical Learning Curves as a Function of the
Number of Trials
Because expected efficiency,

ET(qT)

depends on T-the

cumulative

numberof times thatthe activity was undertaken-the most appropriate
data for testing the model are those that relate productivityto the cumulative numberof trials. When such data are available, one does not
have to infer the numberof trials from observing elapsed time or cumulativeoutput. This section reportson how we fittedthe model to two
such data sets.
Learning Curves in Coronary Angioplasty

The firstlearningcurve we fit is to "success rates" (definedprecisely
in the appendix) on an operation that treats diseased blood vessels
(narrowingof the arteries). The procedure is called "percutaneous
transluminalcoronaryangioplasty," or PTCA, and is performedby a
doctor.The datacover about3,100 operationsperformedat 105 clinical
centers by doctors to whom the technique was, at the outset, new.
BetweenSeptember1977 and September1981, datawere collected and
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appendix, and the key series, the "success rate" of the operations, is
shown andexplainedin table A- 1. The total efficiency gains are modest
for seemingly so complex a task. One should keep in mind, however,
that the measure of "output" really is a measure of its quality only,
and not its quantity. Conceivably, experienced surgeons could do the
operationfaster, but speed is not capturedin the success measure we
have.
The first two columns of table A-I show fifteen pairs of points (T,
q'). The q$areaveragesuccess rateson an operationover a largenumber
of observations(roughly 200 operationsfor each v in column 1). Data
are based, then, on averaginga dichotomousvariablethat takes on the
value 0 if the operationis a failure, and 1 if it is a success. Of course,
this dichotomous variable can be thought of as taking on a value of 1
if q, as given by our model, is "high," and zero otherwise. Moreover,
we shall assume that the mean of the dichotomousvariable is proportional to the mean of q.
We fittedtwo differentlearningmodels to this curve. First, we fitted
the simple multiplicative function given in equation 9, or rather its
expectation

ET(qT)

given in equation 12, to the points q', by choosing

values of the three parameters(To2, u,2 and N to minimize the sum of
squaredresiduals:
>[E~(q)
E[T
(

T)

-

q 12.

qT]

The fifteen points T over which the summationwas taken were set at
the midpointsof the ranges in column 1 of table A-1.
The search was conducted over values of U2 and U,2 between zero
and 1, and for N between 1 and 500. The data and the fitted ET(qT) curve
are plotted in figure 3. The minimizing values of the parameterswere
c 2 = 0.35, U2 = 0.27, and N = 1, and the R2 was 0.31. Evidently,
the model does not fit well. Learningtakes place too fast and ends too
soon. Learning would have been slower if N were larger, but in the
multiplicativemodel, a large N producesa rate of efficiency that is too
low early on (see the dashed curve in figure 1 for a portrayalof what a
large value of N producesin the multiplicativecase), and so the value
N = 1 producesthe best fit, albeit a poor one.
The efficiency function in equation 13, or ratherits expected value
in equation 14, fits much better:the curve portrayedin figure 4 has an
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Figure 3. The AngioplastyData and the Line of Best Fit Based on Equation 12
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R2 of 0.96. Even inexperienced doctors could manage a 50 percent

success rate, and a way to get this in the model is to have productivity
be the sum of a simple, easy-to-learnactivity, "activity 1," that has N
= 1, along with a second, complicated one (N = 50) that takes a long

time to learn. The simple activity puts a "floor" on performance,while
the second leads to slow, steady improvement.The other parameter
values were A, = 0.76, A2 = 7,600,000, uy = 0.6, and(o2 = 0. 3.
Productivity and Experience in Flight Control Experiments

The second set of data on which we actually know T is from experimentson airplaneflightcontrol. We treateach experimentas a separate
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Figure 4. The AngioplastyData and the Line of Best Fit Based on Equation 14
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trial. Aside from having the data on a subject's cumulativenumberof
trials (which we interpretas T), we also know that the computerized
simulation of the landing of a plane could be broken down into three
tasks: (a) accepting planes into the airspace, (b) moving planes in a
three-level hold pattern,and (c) landing planes on the appropriaterunways. Althoughtherewere threetasks, the successful simulatedlanding
of a plane actually required at least seven decisions. (We therefore
expect that N should be at least 7.) Each "trial" lasted five minutes,
and more than one plane could be landed duringthis time. The experimentalsubjects were 115 undergraduates,and each subjectcompleted
eighteen trials. The results of the experimentsare summarizedin table
A-2 of the appendix. Figure 5 presentsa plot of the means, along with
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Figure 5. Flight Control Experiment:Data and the Fitted Curve (Equation 12)
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the line of best fit (again, in the least squares sense). The data were
normalized by dividing each of the means by its maximal (trial 17)
value of 53.13. To these data we fitted the model as expressed in
equation 12. (The more elaboratemodel expressed in equation 14 was
not needed to fit these data. Indeed, equation 12 ratherthan equation
14 was fitted to all of the rest of the learning curves in this paper).
Because the data are normalized,we did the same thing to the expression in equation 12-we divided the expression by its maximal value,
A(1 - U2)N, and then fit the resulting curve to the normalized data.
When equation 12 is normalized, the parameterA drops out, and we
are left with estimates of the three other parametersin equation 12:
0.21, U2 = 0.21, and N = 6. Although the fit is good (R2
0.93), a couple of problemsremain. First, N is a bit too low, although
because it is not so far off its lower bound of 7, this does not seem too
serious a shortcoming. Second, the model overpredictsthe speed of
learningduringthe firstfour or five trials and underpredictsit later on.
Indeed, this problemarises with a couple of the other learningcurves
that we fit below. The figure shows that if we could uniformly "raise"
the curve, we would get a better fit, but such a uniformlyhigher curve
is apparentlynot on the menu of possibilities offered by this threeparameterfamily of curves.

Learning and the Passage of Time
So far, we have measuredexperienceonly by T. Typically, however,
we know only when the activity was begun and possibly about the
cumulativeoutputproducedby it. The model's implicationsare easier
stated in terms of time elapsed. This section discusses these implications.
In the model, productivityrises as the numberof productionruns,
T, increases. The passage of time raises productivityonly if it is accompanied by an increase in T. Let A be the length of time that it takes to
complete a task. SupposethatT is the numberof periodsof accumulated
experience. Generally, the number, T, of productionruns during this
time interval is
(18)

T =

13T/A,
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where 1Bis a new parameterthat is supposed to reflect the structureof
productionand communicationamongthe people engaged in the activity in question. Because each task is performedonce duringa production run, T is also the numberof signals received about each Oi.
Three Examples of Patterns of Specialization and
Information Flows

To clarify what ,Bis supposedto capture,consider three very different situations, in which a assumes different values.
* Example 1: One worker doing the entire activity alone. Suppose

that the activity is performedby a single workerwho does all N tasks
in sequence. It then takes him AN periods to complete the activity, and
if this is the only activity that this person is engaged in, T = TIAN.In
this example, then, 13- 1IN.
* Example 2: N workers each doing a different task simultaneously.

Because it takes only A periods to complete all N tasks, the activity is
completedonce each A periods, andeach workerperformshis task once
every A periods.15In this case B= 1.
* Example 3: A worker doing the entire activity, in the company of
m - I coworkers. Nine out of the ten samples of workers that we

analyze below fit this case: q refers to the outputof individualworkers,
but people workedalongside one anotherand presumablysharedinformation. Ignore integer problems and assume that if my coworker has
seen K signals, and if he somehow conveys this experienceto me, then
this informationis equivalentto my having seen ,uKsignals in addition
to any I may have seen myself. In either event, the activity takes AN
periodsto complete, as in the firstexample, but because there are m I otherworkers, each workernow gets 1 + pu(m-1) signals per task,
at a frequencyof once every AN periods. Then ,B = [1 + ,u(m - 1)]/
N, so that informationalspillovers speed up the learning.
Because the firmcan and does decide on how to organize its production activities, it will optimally choose how complex each activity will
be (how many tasks N will make up each of the activities done under
its roof) and the degree of specialization of its work force (whether a
15. To ensurethateach componentof the decision vectorz is set optimally, the firm
wouldhave to pay wages per efficiency unit of each task's services supplied.
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workerends up doing several tasks or just one of them). Hence the firm
will choose N and , as a solution to some largerproblem. These decisions will, however, be made before the learningprocesses discussed
here begin, and so it is safe to treat them as predetermined,as we do
here.16
Deriving the Learning Curve as a Function of Time

Substitutingfor T from equation 18 into equation7 yields an expression for the posteriorvariance as a function of time, ratherthan as a
function of T. Denote this posteriorvarianceas
(19)

x(T)

=

(1/U2

+ 7rT)',

where uTmeasuresthe speed of learning:
(20)

7r

This is the rate at which the passage of time converts into increments
of knowledge. Therefore A, U2, and I-Il affect learning in exactly the

same way: a smaller U2 implies that each signal on 0 is more accurate,
while a smaller A or a bigger ,3 means that there are more signals per
unit of time. Of course, w has a direct effect on efficiency, in addition
to its role of "garbling" the signal.
The derivation of x(T) is based on the assumptionthat the rate of
experimentation,that is, the numberof productionrunseach period, is
constantover time. When this assumptionfails to fit the facts, learning
may be betterdiscussed in termsof the relationshipbetween productivity and cumulative output. Although this relation is analytically more
complicated in the context of our model, such a relation nevertheless
exists and is discussed laterin the paper.Ourempiricalwork, however,
focuses on the model's implicationsfor the relationbetween productivity and the passage of time.
Let q(T) denote expected efficiency after T periods of experience.
Then as a function of time, the learningcurve is
(21)

q(T) = A[1 - x(T) -

2]1.

16. We have analyzeda model in which the degree of informationsharingis determined within the system in Jovanovicand Nyarko(Forthcoming).
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Now define the normalizedlearningcurve:
(22)

q*(T)

=

qT
limT5q(T)

q(T)
A(1

-

=
2)N

l

1

-

1

x(T)
-UJ

Note that A drops out of q*(T), which makes it easier to compare
differentlearningcurves. The comparativestatics on q*(T) are intuitive
and are summarizedin the following proposition:
PROPOSITION3: q*(T) is decreasing in or,, or', and N and increasing
in TT.

Care is requiredin interpretingthe result with respect to N, because
N may also affect 3, and hence rras well. Our interpretationis: an
increase in N that leaves 3 unchangedwill raise q*(T).

Evidence on Learning and the Passage of Time
In this section we apply the model to ten different time series of
productivity on activities that were new to workers or to groups of
workersdoing them. The firstnine pertainto activities done by workers
individually, while the tenth describes the productivityof a plant, so
here the decisionmakershould be considered the plant manager. The
point of the exercise is not to offer new evidence on the size of the
gains to learningby doing, but to highlight the flexibility of the model
in fitting a diverse set of learning curves and to illustratethe implications of the model.
The Data

The ten learning curves are presented in the form of productivity
plotted against time, not the numberof "experiments," as we did for
the angioplastyand flight control learningcurves. The firstcurve is for
insurancesales personnel;to the extent thatthese agents workedalone,
this curve fits the situationdescribedin example 1. The second learning
curve came from a situation that probably included elements of both
examples2 and 3: the data pertainto the total outputof steel at a plant
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level; no individual worker could have been responsible for all the N
tasks, but the workersprobablysharedinformation.
The next eight learning curves describe how individual workers'
productivityin a manufacturingplant behaves as a function of their
experience on a job that is new to them. Each of these eight learning
curves seems to be the product of a situation that fits example 3-a
worker would performan entire activity unassisted, probablysharing
some informationwith coworkers. One should keep the above discussion in mind when interpretingthe estimates of the parametersfor the
individual learning curves. The data (described more fully in the appendix) were:
* Learningat the individuallevel by insurancesales personnel. Insurance sales by 319 employees of an insurancecompany were
recordedfor a period of three years and are reported,by quarter,
in table A-3. The datawere chronologicallyordered(monthly)for
each individualand then pooled into three-monthaverages.
* Learningat the individuallevel by munitionsmanufacturingworkers. Table A-4 recordsthe averageoutputsof fourgroupsof workers in a munitionsfactory. The activity was new to these workers.
The weekly outputof each workerwas recordedfor nine weeks.
* Learningat the individuallevel by WesternElectricworkers.Four
of the learning curves are reportedin table A-5, and they record
the output produced by newly hired workers in three Western
Electric plants in 1977, 1979, and 1980. Each worker's output
was recordedfor each of the firstsix or seven monthsof his or her
employment.
* Learningat the plantlevel in steel manufacture.Table A-6 records
the month-by-monthproductivityof workerson a newly installed
steel-finishing activity duringthe first two years of its operation.
Fitting q*(T) to the Data

Figures 6, 7, and 8 present the plots of these data, and the lines of
best fit. The fitted equation is for q*(T), given in equation 22. The
estimationprocedurewas the same in each case and was similar to the
procedurefor fitting the model to the data on the flight control experiment. The only difference is that, because we do not have a measure
of t (the number of production runs), we must instead rely on the
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Figure 6. Actual and Fitted Productivityin Insuranceand in the Steel Plant,
by Experience, T, in Months
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Figure 7. Productivityof MunitionsWorkers,by Experience, T, in Months
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Figure 8. Productivityof WesternElectric Workers,by Experience, T, in Months
B. PlantA, 1979
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argumentsfor viewing learning as a function of time and use calendar
time as a measureof experience. (We also could have used cumulative
outputinsteadof time, but this would have been messy). Using T leads
us to the version of equation 12 as expressed in equation 21 and its
normalizedversion, q*(T), in equation22. The transformationfrom T
to T also introducesa fourthparameter,'r.
We normalizedeach empirical learning curve by dividing it by its
highest value, which in most cases also was the terminalvalue. Denote
this empirical learningcurve by q+(T), which, like q*(T), is therefore
boundedabove by unity. We then fittedthe curve q*(T) to it, by choosingo2, cr2,, N, and ir to minimize the sum of squaredresiduals:
Min{l[q*(7)

-q+(7)]2

T

The parameterswere constrainedso that q*(O) = q+(O). That is, the
fitted learning curves were constrainedto produce the same progress
ratio as the data.
Figure 6 describes the two most complex learningprocesses: insurance sales; and the productivityof the steel plant. Of the ten learning
curves we analyze, these two had the highest progress ratios (111 in
insurancesales, 2.9 in the steel plant), took much longer to learn, and
consequentlyhad the highest estimates of N (97 and 43, respectively).
Even though the insurancecurve is an average of learningamong 319
employees, it bounces arounda lot, perhapspartlybecause of seasonality; the learning curve for the steel plant fits much better. As the
surgeons' example showed (see figures 3 and 4), a large estimate of N
(50 for the surgeons)reflects not so much the size of the progressratio
(which for the surgeons is only 1.29), but ratherthe generally slow
pace of learning-the half life of learningis one year in insuranceand
eight months in the steel plant. Moreover, there is an importantdifference in the types of learning in the two cases. The rising productivity
of insuranceagents was probablyattributablelargely to the rise in each
agent's expertise. On the otherhand, we do not know how much of the
rise in the steel plant's productivitywas caused by a rise in laborskills,
and how much was attributableto other factors. If in equation 1, F is
indeed Cobb-Douglas in K, L, and M, then their multiplicationtends
to slow down the learning at the plant level for the same reason as an
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increase in N does. So a large estimate of N for the steel plantdoes not
necessarily mean that its workerswere doing complicatedthings.
In comparisonto insuranceand steel, learningin the munitionsfactories and the Western Electric plants looks trivial (see figures 7 and
8). In contrast to the steel plant where we looked at the productivity
per worker of the entire plant, here we actually have measuresof individual output. The progressratios are modest, and the learningtakes
only a few weeks (see table 1). These are simple, easy-to-learnjobs.
Nevertheless, N = 17 for WesternElectric's plant B, andN = 19 for
one of the groupsof munitionsworkers.Indeed, the eight fittedlearning
curves drawn in figures 7 and 8 do not differ that much among themselves, and yet in some cases the values of the parametersare quite
different. This result suggests that not all four parameterscan be precisely estimatedfromthe q+ (T) series alone, at least not when the series
contains only a handful of observations. Western Electric's industrial
engineers had judged the jobs done in plant C to be the most complex
of the Western Electric jobs in our sample; our estimation procedure
designates plant B as having had the most complex jobs.
Interpreting the Estimates

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show that, while the fit is generally good, the
model as expressed by q*(.) tends to overpredict(somewhat)the speed
of learninginitially and underpredictit later on. That is, the fitted line
is sometimes too concave comparedto the observations-the marginal
returnsto informationdiminish too fast. We showed in Proposition 1
that this feature of the model disappearsas N gets large; the learning
curve can acquirean initial convex range, and for a while the marginal
returnsto informationcan rise. But as N gets large, q*(O)tends toward
zero, which limits the ability of equation12 to fit learningpatternssuch
as those that figures 3 and 4 show for the surgeons. At any rate, only
with surgeons was this difficulty importantenough to induce us to
estimate the more complicated version of the model as expressed in
equation 14.
We can gain further perspective if we look at all the parameter
estimates together. These are gathered in table 1, which also reports
some other statistics based on those estimates. The learningcurves are
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arrangedin orderof increasingcomplexity, N. In the one case where a
pair of learningcurves has the same estimate of N, the curve with the
largerU2 was assumedto be the more complex of the two. The "progress ratio" column reportsthe ratio of the maximal value of q+ to its
initial level, and this ratio is simply equal to

l1/q+(O).

The "half life"

column representsthe length of time that it takes for 50 percentof the
total progressto be made. Letting 1 denote the half-life, TOsolves the
equation q*(TO) = [1 + q*(O)]/2. The column labeled

xvf(N)max

reports

the point estimate of the maximal coefficient of variation of q in a
reports the
cohort of individuals, and the column labeled /;l(N)min
estimate of the minimal coefficient of variationof q.
In table 2, we correlate the numbersreportedin table 1 as we go
across learning curves. The idea was to see which general features of
learning were capturedby which particularparameters.The surgeons'
and the flight controllers'parameterswere excluded from this exercise
because we could not calculate wi and TOfor them.
The following patternemerges: processes on which learning is important, as measuredby the progress ratio, tend to have longer halflives of learning (bigger TO),tend to be more complex (bigger N), and
tend to give rise to more inequality in cohorts of learners (bigger
7v(N)pmax).

A similar statement is true of complex processes, as mea-

suredby N: they have bigger progressratios, take longer to learn, and,
as we expected based on Proposition2, producemore inequality.
Clearly, some of the numbersin the last two columns of table 1 are
muchtoo large. The last threelearningcurveshave unacceptablesecond
moment properties. It seems that these huge overestimates occur because the parameterU2 has been overestimatedand because the vs are
extremely sensitive to this parameter.Because the combinationof estimated (N, o2,,)pairs leads to such high dispersion, we looked at the
possibility that the high variance estimates resulted from very large
deviations of zjs from the yjs, which would then show up in a negative
value for 1 - (yj - zj)2. Table 3 reportsthe probabilitythat, evaluated
at the estimatedparameters,all N tasks had a positive contribution(that
is, that 1 - (yj - zj)2 >0 for all j). This probabilitydepends on ,
and it is reportedfor T = 0, T = P (the half-life of learning), and T
= oc, in the first three columns of table 3. Immediatelywe see that for
the last three activities there is almost no chance that all the tasks will
be positive at any value of T. On the other hand, the last three columns
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Table3. Probabilityof Positive Output on All Tasks and on a Given Task
All tasks
Learningcure

7 =

O

PlantA, 1977
PlantA, 1979
Fuses
Cartridge1

0.8553
0.9995
0.9776
0.9258

Flight control

0.4555

Cartridge2
PlantC
PlantB
Cartridge3
Steel plant

0.9332
0.9999
0.9737
0.7886
2.9527e6

Surgeon
Insurance

6.1075e-8

3.2103e8

T

=To

T

0.8569
0.9999
0.9997
0.9354
.

.

A given task

.

0.9407
0.9999
0.9807
0.8012
2.9712e6
...
1.2007e-7

=

00

T

=

O

0.8907
1.0
1.0
0.9872

0.8553
0.9998
0.9925
0.9847

0.8376

0.9821
1.0
0.9973
0.8997
3.2846e6
0.0297
2.6145e-7

T

=

7

T

=

00

0.8569
0.9999
0.9999
0.9867

0.8907
1.0
1.0
0.9974

0.8771

. . .

0.9709

0.9902
0.9999
0.9984
0.9876
0.7437

0.9913
1.0
0.9989
0.9884
0.7438

0.9974
1.0
0.9998
0.9944
0.7455

0.7081
0.8427

...
0.8485

0.9321
0.8553

Source: Authors' calculations.

show that any given task is still likely to yield a positive contribution
even for the last three activities. Still, the point is that, when two
separatetasks on an activity that yield large negative outputsare multiplied together, we can get a large positive value for output. Similarly,
a large negative value for a task multiplied by a positive numberfor
the other task(s) produces a large negative realization for q. We are
getting such unrealisticallylarge variancesbecause F2wandN are large
for the last three activities in table 2.
In response to this state of affairs, we naturallyasked if the model
could performwell not just in fittingthe firstmomentof q-that is, the
learningcurve q*(T)-but also its highermomentsas well. For two out
of the twelve learningcurves-flight control and insurancesales-we
also have the standarddeviation of output by experience, which is
displayed in tables A-2 and A-3. At the maximal level of experience
(when the learningcan be presumedto be mostly completed), the coefficients of variationof output were 0.23 among the flight controllers
and 1.3 among the insuranceagents. Some of this variance is surely
attributableto differential abilities ratherthan to transitoryvariations
in shocks that make up w. But because this is an exploratoryexercise,
we simply ignored the possibility that ability differs and equatedthese
coefficients of variationto what our model would predict, which is the
thirdline of equation 16; in other words, we equatedthe squareroot of
_
2)2 to 0.23 for the flight controllers and to 1.3 for the
2or4/(l-
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insuranceagents, and we then repeatedthe estimationprocedureusing
this as a constraint.
The results are shown in figure 9. Clearly, the model has no trouble
meeting this constraint, even for the insurance agents, who had the
largest unconstrained predicted variance. The parameter estimates
change dramatically,however. Especially dramaticis the change in N
for the flight controllers-from 6 to 77-and Cr drops by an order of
magnitudein both cases. And yet the learningcurves andthe R2s hardly
change at all. R2falls from 0.93 101 to 0.92590 for the flight controllers
and from 0.56325 to 0.56321 for the insuranceagents. Finally, as table
4 shows, the probabilitythatany one task is negative is now negligible,
and even the probabilitythat all tasks are positive is respectablyhigh.
Had second momentinformationbeen availablefor the otherlearning
curves analyzed here, there is little doubt that the model could have
accommodatedthe extraconstraintswith no trouble,especially because
the predictedvarianceswere quite reasonablefor most of these learning
curves. This outcome can be viewed as both a strengthand a weakness
of the model. On the positive side, this result says that a particularshaped learningcurve is consistent with varying amountsof heterogeneity in the distributionof efficiencies. But it also has a shortcoming,
in that the learning curve alone will not confidently tell us all the
parameters;we cannotsecurely tie down the parameterswithouthaving
at least some informationaboutthe higherordermomentsin the distribution of efficiencies.
In additionto our workwith this model, FosterandRosensweig have
fitted the model to the productivityof new high-yielding seed variety
methods in Indian agriculture.In their version of this model, N = 1.
Their estimates of U( = 0.38 and U2 = 0.11 are comparableto some
of our estimates.17
Extensions of the Model and its Robustness
This section extends the model and elaborateson some of its properties. Each of the three subsections outlines the implicationsof some
17. Fosterand Rosensweig (1994) measuretime in years, whereaswe measureit in
months, and so theirestimateof U,,2 = 0.091 had to be multipliedby twelve to make it
comparableto ours. We thankFosterand Rosensweigfor transformingtheirresults into
the form reportedhere. Otherrelatedwork is discussed by Zellner (1971, ch. 11).
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Figure 9. RevisedEstimatesfor Flight Control and Insurance, Constrainedby the
Limiting Varianceof Efficiencies
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Table4. Variance-ConstrainedEstimatesof the Probabilitythat Tasks Contributea
Positive Amount
Probability
All tasksare positive
Learning curve

Flightcontrol
Insurancesales

T =O

T =

0.9996
0.6026

1.0
0.9766

??

A given task is positive
T =

O

0.9999
0.9927

T =

??

1.0
0.9996

Source: Authors' calculations.

alternativesthatwe mighthave pursued,butchose not to, eitherbecause
they were more complicated or because their implicationswere about
the same as those of the model that we use.
Learning and Cumulative Output

Insteadof workingwith q*(T), which gives normalizedproductivity
as a function of experience, we could derive a relation between productivity and cumulativeoutput. Because it was more complicatedand
less intuitive, we did not use this approach,but it is worth outlining,
especially because so muchpast empiricalwork has estimatedrelations
between productivityand cumulativeoutput.
Productivityrises with each productionrun, and so does cumulative
output. Thereforethe reduced form relation between productivityand
cumulative output is positive. We do, however, have to be clear that
we are referringto the cumulativeoutputof the "informationalunit."
This may differ from the cumulativeoutputof the plant, but that possibility is ignored here.
Let RTdenote cumulativeoutputof the plant over the first T production runs, so that
T=
RT=

> Qi.
i=O

Let R0(T) = EO(R,)be the cumulative output (over productionruns 0
through i--1) thatan outside observerwould expect to see based on prior
informationalone, and let Q0(T) =Eo(QT) be that outside observer's
expectation about the output that will be produced at stage T. The
following argumentassumes that Q = qF(K, L, M). A difficulty arises
if K, L, and M fluctuateover time and are not measured.In this case,
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we could assume that they are constant, say at K*, L*, andM*. So let
L*, M*). Because Ej(Qj) is a deterministicfunction that
can be perfectly forecast at the outset, we have E0(Qi) = Ei(Qi) for
anyi = 0, 1,2,. . .,and

A* -AF(K*,

Q?(T)

=

A* (1 -

XT

-

V)N,

and
R (T)

= A* Xi

(1

-

xi -

2
v)N

TreatingT as a continuousvariable, we have
dQ?
(23)
(23)

&Q0/&T
-R?/d

-dXT/&T

1

-XT

-

X

2

C,(1

-XT-

C)

The relation between QOand ROis not isoelastic, and, because QOis
bounded, it can be approximated by an isoelastic form, QO =
Const.(R0)8, only in the early stages.
We have chosen in the paper to work with q*(T) rather than the
relationimplicit in equation23 for two reasons. First, q*(T) is available
in closed form, and, second, it does not requireus to assume the inputs
K, L, and M are constant.
Autocorrelated w

Our initial attempt to slow down the rate of productivitygrowth
focused on introducingautocorrelationin the signals y. Surprisingly,
this approach did not work-the implications of the model change
hardly at all. We assumed that wi+1 = pwi + ui+l, where the ui are

mutually independent and distributednormally with mean zero and
varianceo2 . A simple applicationof Bayes' rule reveals that, following
T productionruns and having observed (yo, y1,
.., y ), the decisionmaker'sposteriorvarianceover 0 would be
XT(P)

=

(lP2)u

+oU

2'I

0-o0u
22

+

-

0u2

To check the plausibility of this formula, note that when p = 0, o-u =
,2 and therefore XT(P)= XT.On the other hand, as p -- 1, the signals
become uninformativebecause -2V((JU2[1 - p2]) -?> oc,and XT(P)
u2; the posteriorvarianceis the same as the priorvariancebecause no
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learning can take place. In any case, a higher p means that the decisionmakertakes longer to learn 0.
Despite this, the decisionmaker'sproductivityrises faster when p is
higher. Insteadof equation5, the optimal decision becomes
ZT(P) =

(1

I p)
ET(YT

-

p) ET(0) + p yYT-

from which it follows that
yT(p) = A(1 -

{(1

-

p) [0

-

ET(O)] +

UT} )

so that
ET(q, I p) = A [1 -

(1

-

p)2 XT(P)

-

U2]

This expression is almost identical to the one in equation8, which, of
course assumesthat p is zero. We concludethatthe implicationsremain
roughly intact when autocorrelationof the signals is introduced.More
to the point, one cannot use autocorrelationof signals to get slower
productivitygrowth-learning about 0 is slower, but because past ws
can now be used to predictfuturews, the distancebetweeny andz does
not get larger, and so productivitygrowth is not any slower! This is
why we did not take this route when trying to explain the slow pace of
learningin heartsurgery,and why we do not introducep as a parameter
to be estimated.
A related alternativewould be to introducea signal on 0 other than
then to vary the degree of correlationof that signal. This alterand
y
native amounts to introducingmeasurementerror that does not enter
the productionfunctionandwould breakthe relationbetweenthe degree
of autocorrelationand the ease with which disturbancesto the production function could be forecast on the basis of past disturbances.The
reason why this alternativedoes not work is that we cannot use such a
signal instead of y. Even if we assumed that y was not observed, the
decisionmakercertainly observes q, and from q and z, he can recover
the absolute value of y. So all that this alternativedoes is add a second
signal while removing a little bit of informationfrom the first signal
(that is, y), and so, aside from makingmattersanalyticallyintractable,
it would likely speed up learning, not slow it down.
Other Loss Functions

The implications for the learning curve do not change much if, instead of being symmetricand quadratic,q were given by A(1 - aly -
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zl) if y ' z, and A(1

-

bly - zt) if y ' z, where y is still specified as

in equation4. The optimalvalue of z is now no longergiven by equation
5, but instead equals

ZT =

ET(O) + (XT +

2%)1/2

4~N[a/(a + b)], where

4 is the standardnormalcumulativedistributionfunction with density
(p.1
IExpected efficiency as a function of experience is now

(24) E,(q,)

=

A[1 -

C(XT

+ (o-2)], where c = .p{1-I[a/(a

+ b)]}.

This expression is almost identical to that in equation 8, the only difference being that the constantc is not in generalequal to 1. When the
loss is linearbut symmetric-that is, a = b-even the optimaldecision
rule becomes the same as in the quadraticcase: because the standard
normal distribution is centered at zero, 4-1(1/2) = 0, and so, when the
loss function is symmetric, a = b, and zT = ET(O).

The presence of the constant c creates a slight difference between
the learningcurve in equation8 and the learningcurve in equation24.
Even this difference can be eliminated, however, if, in the quadratic
case, in which losses rise one-for-one with (y - Z)2, we are free to
choose the units of y and z arbitrarily.(This step is justifiable if y and
z are not observed by the analyst). The presence of c is irrelevant
because we could get a learning curve like equation 24 even in the
quadraticcase by defining efficiency to equal q = A[1 - c(y -Z)2].
But
(25)

q = A[l - c(y-Z)2]

= A[1I -

(yVC

-

ZC)2]
= A[1 -

(y'

-

Z)2],

wherey' = yV<, andz' = zV<. The seemingly moregeneralfunctional
form on the left hand side of equation25 is thereforeequivalentto the
one in equation 3, if we can rescale the units in which z and y are
measured. When z is observed, as in Holt and others, who also use a
quadraticloss function as one componentof the productionfunction,
then one cannot choose units arbitrarily;one should instead assign a
penalty parametersuch as c.19 (But when neithery nor z is observed,
we have an identificationproblemin that we are unableto tell whether
big effects on productivityof learning by doing are caused by costly
18. The rest of this subsection is based on Christoffersenand Diebold (1994, sec.
3b). Manski(1988, ch. 4) discusses otherloss functionsand gives furtherreferences.
19. Holt and others (1960).
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mistakes, that is, a large value of c, or whetherthe effects stem from
the resolutionof high initial ignoranceabouty).
We conclude, then, thatneitherthe assumptionof symmetrynor that
of quadraticlosses from mistakes is of overriding importanceto the
impliedshapeof the learningcurve. Putdifferently,the quadraticmodel
is more flexible than it may at first appear.

Conclusions
In this paperwe have accomplishedthe following four things. First,
we have proposeda model of learningthat, despite its simplicity, can
describe a variety of activities. Second, we found that processes on
which learningis important,as measuredby the progressratio, tend to
take longer to learn, tend to be more complex, and tend to give rise to
more inequality in cohorts of learners. A similar claim holds for complex processes: they have bigger progress ratios, take longer to learn,
and generatemore inequality.Third, we found thatluck in learningcan
produce a surprisingdegree of inequality in efficiencies. And finally,
in contrastto the assumptionsof the frontierproductionfunction literature, we found that, if an activity is complex enough, the distribution
of efficiencies among the decisionmakersengaged in that activity becomes skewed to the right, as it seems to be in some industries.

Appendix: A Description of the Data
This appendixdescribes and presentsall the datathatwe used in this
paper. All the data were obtainedfrom the indicatedpublishedsources.
Coronary Angioplasty

The PTCA data are quite useful for our purposes.20First, efficiency
is reliably measured. The operationaims to clear and expand a blood
vessel that has, because of sedimentationor clotting, become too narrow. The operationis called a failure if, duringthe patient'ssubsequent
20. The data are from Kelsey and others (1984). See also the companionpiece by
Meier and Gruentzig(1984).
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TableA-1.TheLearningCurvein CoronaryAngioplasty
Surgeon's
Success
experience
level .
rateq'
1-2
0.56
3-5
0.50
6-8
0.54
9-12
0.58
0.57
13-18

Number
ofpatients
in sample
200
247
203
225
225

19-25
26-34
35-44
45-56
57-73

0.54
0.63
0.58
0.66
0.65

208
217
209
210
205

74-91
92-112
113-135
136-178
179-250

0.71
0.65
0.72
0.78
0.72

203
208
203
201
138

Source: Kelsey and others (1984).

hospitalization, a heart-bypassgraft becomes necessary, or if certain
other complications(includingdeath!)occur. Otherwise,the operation
is called a success. One componentof efficiency that is missing, however, is the rate at which the operationswere performed.In that sense,
success measuresthe quality of a surgeon's output, but not its quantity.
Second, we know exactly how many prior operations each doctor
performed-T. Because more doctors performedthe operation a few
times than performedit many times, sample size decreasedwith experience. The data were thereforepooled over successively greater and
greaterexperience ranges, so that each point would representroughly
the same numberof operations,andthus, in a sense, carryequal weight.
Column 2 of table A-I shows the fraction of successful operationsby
experience.

Could the rise in productivitybe the result of pure selection-surgeons that reveal themselves to be adept at doing the operationcould
be getting assigned to more cases-and hence could this rise in the
success rate simply reflect a relationbetween doctor's quality and the
cumulativenumberof operationsperformed?But accordingto Kelsey
and others, cases did not appearto be assigned to doctors in any systematicpattern.Similarly, some of the rise in success could have been
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TableA-2. Flight Controllers:Means, Standard Deviations, and Coefficientof
Variation
Mean

Standarddeviation

Coefficientof
variation

1
2

11.09
19.78

6.84
9.99

0.62
0.51

Trial

3

27.45

9.85

0.36

4
5
6

31.92
36.17
38.49

11.21
11.00
11.92

0.35
0.30
0.31

7
8
9
10
11
12

42.65
44.49
43.90
46.62
46.82
48.58

10.71
11.71
10.75
11.93
10.93
11.98

0.25
0.26
0.24
0.26
0.23
0.25

13
14
15
16
17
18

50.40
52.53
51.70
53.09
53.13
53.11

11.12
10.94
10.67
10.92
10.53
12.04

0.22
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.23

Source: Eyring, Johnson, and Francis (1993, table 1).

caused by technological advances that accompanied the rise in surgeons' experience levels, such as improvementsin the equipmentused
during the operation (the development of a smaller catheter in 1981,
for example, allowed doctors to reach more vessels, and the introduction of higher-resolutionTVs made it easier to trackthe position of the
catheter). Still, the surgeon's experience was the most importantcorrelate of the rate of success, and for our mainly illustrativepurposes,
we shall treat experience as the only cause of the productivitygrowth
that table A- I portrays.
The Flight Control Experiments

The results are summarizedin table A-2.21The second column in the
table shows the mean numberof planes "landed" during each trial.
Note that the behavior of the between-subject standarddeviation is
nonmonotone: as predicted by the model and discussed earlier, the
21. The data are presentedand discussed in Eyring, Johnson, and Francis(1993).
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TableA-3. Insurance Sales Personnel:Means, Standard Deviations, and Coefficient
of Variation
Mean

Standarddeviation

Coefficientof
variation

1
2
3
4

1,688
16,870
32,152
100,531

9,888
58,786
65,529
95,125

5.9
3.5
2.0
0.9

5
6
7
8

135,830
187,461
115,080
142,477

96,073
133,218
112,797
116,716

0.7
0.7
1.0
0.8

9
10
11
12

88,047
163,879
81,820
141,488

94,022
166,169
109,291
184,477

1.1
1.0
1.3
1.3

Quarter

Source: Hofmann, Jacobs, and Baratta (1993, table 1).

standarddeviation in the cohort firstrises and then falls (before inexplicably rising again at trial 18).
Insurance Sales

Table A-3 presents the data which were chronologically ordered
(monthly) for each individual and then pooled into three-monthaverages, so thatthey are reportedquarterly.22Althoughmost of the people
in the sample were hired about the same time (the latterhalf of 1984),
their experience levels are not exactly synchronous. Nevertheless the
data seem to exhibit some seasonality-even-numbered quarterstend
to have higher sales than odd-numberedquarters.
Again we see a nonmonotonicity, as predictedby the model. The
standarddeviations rise steadily until the sixth quarterof experience,
after which they decline substantially, and then bounce aroundin the
last four quarters.
Munitions Manufacture

Table A-4 recordsthe average outputsof several groups of workers
engagedin fuses andcartridgesoperationsin a Britishmunitionsfactory
22. These data are from Hofmann,Jacobs, and Baratta(1993).
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Table A-4. WeeklyOutput of Newly Hired MunitionsWorkers
Relativehourlyoutput
Week

Turning
fuse bodies

Casings,
seconddraw

Casings,
secondcutoff

Casings,
reaming

67
91
96
96
96

70
81
91
96
97

71
79
87
89
94

48
64
67
79
78

100
99
101
100
16

99
99
100
102
12

99
100
98
102
14

89
89
99
101
16

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Numberof workers
Source: Vernon (1921, p. 35).

duringWorldWar1.23 Outputsare given relativeto theiraverageduring
the last four weeks (or two weeks in the reaming activity). We know
little about the nature of these activities except for the last one-an
activity that Vernondescribes as involving considerablequickness and
dexterity.
Learning in Three Western Electric Plants

Table A-5 presents four learning curves of newly hired workers in
threeWesternElectricplantsin 1977, 1979, and 1980.24Each worker's
Table A-5. Median PercentageChange in Productivityof Newly Hired Workersin
Three WesternElectric Plants
Job tenure,
in months
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6

PlantA, 1977
(585 workers)
10.8
2.0
0.8
0.4
0.0

PlantA, 1979
(308 workers)
18.5
2.0
0.8
0.4
0.4

6-7

PlantB
(182 workers)
42.5
13.0
6.4
3.0
1.0

1.14

1.23

Source: Weiss (1994, table 5.2).

23. These data are from Vernon(1921).
24. These data are from Weiss (1994).

35.4
8.3
3.2
1.9
0.3
0.1

-

Progressratio

Plant C
(178 workers)

1.82

1.55
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TableA-6. Plant Productivityon a New Steel Finishing Activity,by Month
Month

Productivity

Month

0.34
0.38
0.44
0.54
0.55
0.57
0.61
0.65

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Productivity

Month

Productivity

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

0.72
0.74
0.63
0.64
0.96
0.93
1.00

0.76
0.75
0.73
0.76
0.66
0.79
0.75
0.71

Source: Baloff (1970).

output was recordedfor each of the first six or seven months of employment. The numbersare correctedfor sample attrition-each entry
representsthe median growth rate of productivityamong workersthat
were employed during both of the consecutive months in question.
Without this correction, the growth of productivitywould have been
overstated, because sample attritiontended to be heaviest among the
least productive workers. None of the plants was equipped with an
assembly line technology. The jobs were not homogeneous in any of
the plants, but they were mainly routinemicroscopic assembly in plant
A, mainly the assembly of telephone handsets in plant B, and mainly
the assembly of computerswitches in plant C. Industrialengineers at
the three plants made estimates of how long a new workerwould take
to learnto performat the level of an experiencedworker.This expected
learning time was twelve weeks at plant A, seven weeks at plant B,
and fifteen weeks at plant C.
Steel Manufacture Using a New Finishing Process

These data recordthe month-by-monthproductivityof workerson a
newly installed steel-finishing activity over the first two years of its
operation.They are presentedin table A-6, after being normalizedby
dividingby the highest productivitylevel in the last andmost productive
month.25

25. These data are from Baloff (1970).

Commentsand
Discussion

Comment by Griliches: This paper does two things. First, it develops
a Bayesian learning model (actually, several models), and, second, it
fits such models to a variety of data on different learning experiments
and experiences. The motivation for this exercise is that "learning by
doing" is a major source of total factor productivity growth, and hence
the suggested model may help account for the observed dispersion in
both total factor productivity (TFP) levels and growth rates. In my
comment, I largely question the latter connection. '
But before turning to that, I want to say a few words about learning
models. The model used here is essentially a signal extraction model.
We do not know what the right level of productivity is, and we use
search effort, subject to stochastic error, to find it. But much of learning
is not of that kind. In training we know what we want to achieve, but
it requires teaching, practice, and talent. If there is uncertainty in this
process, it is about our own ability to accomplish it.
It is not clear how much micromodels of learning really imply about
observed macrobehavior. It is clear that there are diminishing returns
(eventually) to any one particular learning activity; this is shown by the
graphs in the paper. But in life, as one topic is learned, we shift to
another. If one can shift to new tasks, if new technologies arrive to be
learned, there need not be this kind of diminishing returns.
It would be interesting to connect the model in this paper to the
1. The original version of this paper presented at the December 1994 microeconomics meeting had a substantive section connecting the learning curve results to data on
TFP dispersion from Baily, Hulten, and Campbell (1992).
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literatureon "on-the-job training." That too is about learning, but
althoughwages go up with experience and training, they do not "concave" very fast. Why not?
The largerquestion is whethersuch learningdifferences are a relevant component of the observed differences in TFP within and across
industries. Because learningoccurs largely at the individuallevel and
because firmsare aggregatesof large numbersof individualswho come
and go, much of the individual learning story averages out and does
not show up in firmor industrydata. Individualvariabilityin learning
will not be a major source of variancein TFP unless there is synchronizationin the appearanceof new technology and in ratesof investment
that implement it. But that does not happen very often, and when it
does, it happensonly in some partsof a plant and at differenttimes in
different plants. Because of such averaging, these effects are largely
invisible.

Wheredoes the observeddispersionin TFPcome from?The standard
TFP accounting assumes a common production function and is not
explicit about the source of the remaining errors. Empirical studies
indicatethat there are individualfirm "fixed effects, which are at least
quasi-permanent.They do not die out very fast. If learningwere a major
sourceof such dispersion,thereshouldbe muchmoreconvergencethan
we observe. In fact, we observe hardly any convergence even within
relatively well-defined industries.
Most likely these "errors" are not errorsmade by the firmsin maximizing or choosing the wrong technology but are our own "errors."
We, as observers, do not understandwhat is going on, and we do not
have the tools to measuresome of the relevantdifferences. The quality
of workersmy differ, the measuresof capital may be wrong, capacity
utilization may differ, production functions might differ, R&D-produced differences may not be accounted for, market-powerpositions
might differ, and so on. This is then a very large haystack where the
learning story may be only a very small needle. The needle is there,
but it is not the majorpartof the story, and it will not be easy to find.
General Discussion: Most of the participantsattemptedto relate the
paper's analytical frameworkand results to other research, including
theirown work. HenryFarbernoted thathe hadbeen involved in studying anothertype of learning process-specifically, one in which the
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marketmust learn about a worker's productivityin orderto determine
his wages. From this research, he has found that a normal learning
model with fixed targetsdoes not fit genuine wage datavery well. That,
he suggested, is because such processes do not actually involve fixed
targets, but ratherones that move over time.
John Pencavel recalled a researchproject performedby one of his
students twenty years earlier. The student had gatheredseveral years
worth of weekly data on outputand earningsfor individualworkersat
her father's apparelfactory in Hawaii, where employees were paid on
a piece-ratebasis anda largeproportionof the fashion designs produced
were changed every few months. According to Pencavel, the variance
of output across workers was high, but for a given worker a concave
function seemed to describe well the relationshipsbetween outputand
time spenton the particulardesign. Using additionaldataon the location
of workerswithin the factory, he and his studentultimatelydetermined
that managerstended to place older, moreexperiencedworkersnext to
newer ones so the formercould teach the latter. Because some of the
plant's designs changed frequently while others remained the same,
Pencavel and his student were also able to address some interesting
selection issues. They concludedthatthe most adaptableworkerswere
those who were assigned to work on the new designs, while otherswho
were not good learnerscontinuedto producethe old, unchangingones.
Pencavel also pointed out that industrialrelationsliteraturesuggests
that the outputof an individualworkeris greatly affected by the social
characterof his plant. Workersare known to form informal "cartels"
that attemptto sanction those who work too hard. He said that fitting
the paper'sdatato individuallybased learningcurves might be difficult
without taking into account this factor.
Following up on Pencavel's point, KathrynShaw argued that the
authorspreferredindividuallearningcurve databecause they are easier
to visualize, even thoughthey do not conformvery well to the theoretical model. From her work with the steel industry, she suggested that
the learning process involves a series of learning curves, where new
plateausarecontinuallyreached.She said thatwhen a new steel-making
productionline is opened, the firminitially attemptsto simply get it up
and runningwith a single work shift and one product. Subsequently,it
tries to move to multipleshifts and, then, to multipleproducts.Finally,
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the firmfine-tunesits workersto makethem operatethe productionline
as efficiently as possible.
Shaw also suggested that the authorsgathera richerdata set involving informationon more than one productionline at a startupfacility.
With such data, she said, it would be possible to estimate learning
curves while controlling for the state of the business cycle (which
affects the volume of production)and the experience of the workers
(since they can be completely new or have been transferredfrom other
plants).
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